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the average power then is
pQ = avg ei,
Both forms of the expressions of i, e, and pq of equations (11)
and (12) are of use. The first form shows that the wave de-
creases slower with the time t, but decreases with the distance X.
The second form shows that the distance X enters the equation
only in the form t ~ X and <t> — co respectively, and that thus for
a constant value of t — X the decrement is e~2utj that is, in the
direction of propagation the energy dies out by the power dissi-
pation constant u.
Equations (10) to (12) apply to the case, when the direction
of propagation, that is, of wave travel, is toward increasing X.
For a wave traveling in opposite direction, the sign of X and thus
of 6) is reversed.
(c) If the flow of power increases along the line, more power
leaves every line element than enters it; that is, the line element
is drained of its stored energy by the passage of the wave, and thus
the transient dies down with the time at a greater rate than corre-
sponds to the power dissipation by r and g. That is, not all the
stored energy of the line elements supplies the power which is
being dissipated in the line element, but a part of the energy
leaves the line element in increasing the power which flows along
the line. The rate of dissipation thus is increased, and instead
of u, (u + s) enters the equation. That is, the exponential time
decrement is
€-<"+•>',	(13)
but inversely, along the line X the power flow increases, that is,
the intensity of the wave increases, by the same factor e+8X, or
rather, the wave decreases along the line at a slower rate than
corresponds to the power dissipation.
The equations then become:
-*<'-x)cos (<£— co — 7),
—0----,         ^     '
and the average power is

